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In Nepal, continuous heavy rain from last few days resulted floods and landslides 

in different regions.  Rains and landslides continues to cause disaster across the 

country on Friday, leaving 65 people dead and more than 60 missing. With this 

the death toll caused by floods and landslides over the past three days has now 

reached high. 

 

Volunteers rescue the passengers using a rope along the Ghorahi - Tulisipur road in Dang on Friday 15 August 

Hundreds of families have been displaced as scores of houses were swept away 

and dozens of settlements inundated across the country due to the water induced 

disasters. 

Some Facts of flood and landslides 

Floods have displaced 5397 people in Banke district.  

More than 600 people displaced in Birendranagar, Surkhet ,  



1400 houses damaged in Bardiya district. 

9 houses in Martadi,Bajura swept away. 

Landslide in Mugling- Narayanghar disrupted vehicular movement. 

22 house damaged in Ratnanagar, Chitwan. 

36 missing and 18 people dead in Surkhet district. 

3 school building damaged in Jagarkot. 

Families of 45 houses displaced in Dodhara and Chadani of Kanchanpur. 

500 families were displaced affected by kamala river flood in Sihara district. 

21 families homeless in Khotang district due to landslide. 

Floods in the Leuti Khola in Dhankuta swept away 50 metre long diversion 

blocking transport in Dhankuta, Teharathum, Bhojpur and Sankhuwasabha. 

Hundreds of vehicles and passengers have been stranded.  

6 missing in Dang and road transportation is blocked. 

3 people buried in Gorkha when school buliding collapsed. 

2 people killed in landslide in Rolpa district. 

Major rivers of Nepal flowing above danger mark including Karnali, Rapti, Koshi 

and Narayani. 

Many victims still not rescued and survived difficult situation and starving.  

Local  Rotary Clubs, Government Agencies and NGOs trying to help survivors by 

providing food and temporary shelter. Need is very big and more support 

requested 
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        searching for dead body 
 

    

 Chitwan - Nawalparasi Bridge in risk   Road damaged by flood 

     

    Villagers are in risk in Terai   Banke and Bardiya Maan river rescued by APF 

 


